Al-Ashraf Staggering And Super SAT's
completely differently.
Next we had an interview with the
Head Teacher Mufti Abdullah Patel.
He Mentioned that all the effort put
in the SAT's was like the three
corners of a triangle:
1)Children Do The SAT's
2)Teachers/TA Help Prepare for them
3)Parents Make you learn at home

Al Ashraf Primary School's
former Year 6 have topped
the league table with a
phenomenal and
exceptional result of 88
He also stated that he felt overjoyed,
ecstatic and could not be much
percent.
happier.

The SAT's took place on the week of
13th May 2013 and the results came He then announced that there will be
out only 6 months after- November a lot of pressure set on the future
2013.
Year 6's as the primary school have
set extremely high standards.
One of the parents who was
extremely stunned commented: “I We have to continue with the same
cannot believe this tremendous and method for achieving this high result,
outstanding outcome. I did not even if a method gives you success why
think Al Ashraf will be in the top
change it?added Miss Bhaimia the
three.” A teacher added that she was teacher of the former Year 6 and new
highly impressed with these
Year 6.
intelligent and bright children.
The school is very happy and feel
Miss Bhaimia the teacher of the
over joyed of its success, the key to
former Year 6 class said that she was success is good behaviour if you can
over the moon with her lovely
control the behaviour you can control
children. Also one of the community the class and if the class listens and
members exclaimed that the
respects the teacher they will learn
community thought that Al-Ashraf and understand the lesson.
Primary School would get a lower
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percentage of 35 but it turned out

